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ABSTRACT  
Introduction: Pain is a complex interaction of sys-

tems, with a process that integrates sensory, cognitive 
and/or emotional information that comes from real or 
potential threats. It has been observed a connection in 
the chronic pain with other somatic and psychological 
symptoms, such as depression, anxiety, lack of sleep, 
fatigue and reduction of cognitive capacity. It has been 
demonstrated that proinflammatory cytokines and asso-
ciated symptoms influence in the probability of suffering 
chronic pain. The objective is to analyze the levels of 
the inflammatory mediators in diseases with chronic 
pain and with related disorders, so that we can better 
understand long-term pain.

Material and methods: To make this dissertation, 
a review of the scientific literature was carried out by 
a systematized search in the Pubmed, CINHAL, Med-
line, Scopus and Web of Science databases, in January 
2020. The inclusion criteria were: to be documents 
written in English or Spanish and published in the last  
5 years. The exclusion criteria were: review studies, and 
articles repeated in other databases or that addressed 
other topics.

Results: 13 articles were selected after applying 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. All publications were 
observational studies. Proinflammatory cytokine values 
were compared in patients with chronic pain, taking 

RESUMEN  
Introducción: El dolor es una compleja interacción 

de sistemas, con un proceso que integra información 
sensorial, cognitiva y/o emocional proveniente de ame-
nazas reales o potenciales. En el dolor crónico se ha 
observado una relación con otros síntomas somáticos 
y psicológicos como la depresión y la ansiedad, falta de 
sueño, fatiga y disminución de la capacidad cognitiva. 
Se ha demostrado que las citoquinas proinflamatorias 
y los síntomas asociados influyen en la probabilidad de 
padecer dolor crónico. El objetivo es analizar los nive-
les de los mediadores inflamatorios en patologías que 
cursan con dolor crónico y los trastornos relacionados 
para así comprender mejor el dolor de larga duración.

Material y métodos: Para la realización de este tra-
bajo se realizó una revisión de la literatura científica 
mediante una búsqueda sistematizada en enero de 
2020 en las bases de datos Pubmed, CINHAL, Medline, 
Scopus y Web of Sciencie. Se aplicaron como criterios 
de inclusión: ser documentos publicados en los últimos 
5 años y estar escritos en inglés o castellano. Como 
criterios de exclusión: estudios de revisión, artículos 
repetidos en otras bases o que trataran sobre otro 
tema. 

Resultados: 13 artículos fueron seleccionados tras 
aplicar los criterios de inclusión y exclusión. Todas las 
publicaciones son estudios observacionales. Se com-
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INTRODUCTION

The cause of musculoskeletal pain has historically 
been associated with an injured tissue that sends pain-
ful neuronal inputs to the central nervous system for 
pain perception. However, there should not always be a 
relationship between pain and nociception, or between 
pain and tissue damage (1). Currently, the IASP (Inter-
national Association for the Study of Pain) says that 
“pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experien-
ce associated with, or resembling that associated with, 
actual or potential tissue damage” (2). 

Pain is defined as a complex interaction of homeos-
tatic systems in response to an identified threat (3). 
Therefore, pain should be considered as a process that 
integrates sensory, cognitive and/or emotional infor-
mation from actual or potential threats (4). This threat 
assessment process is performed by a set of cortical 
and subcortical structures called pain neuromatrix (5). 
However, we must differentiate acute pain from chronic 
pain (CP). The basis of acute pain is the inflammatory 
response, that is, a harmful stimulus or tissue damage 
leading to the release of chemical algogens, such as 
prostaglandins, bradykinin, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), 
neural growth factor, histamine, substance P and the 
calcitonin gene-related peptide. This inflammation will 
sensitize the nociceptor and increase the generation 
and transmission of stimuli, known as peripheral sensiti-
zation, decreasing the nociceptive threshold and facilita-
ting nociceptive responses to promote tissue recovery 
(6). In contrast, CP is characterized by sensitization of 
the spinal cord, activation of the nociceptive pathways 
projecting into the spinal cord and midbrain, and acti-
vation of the descending pain facilitation systems and 
loss of descending inhibition, for the maintenance of 
sensitization (7). 

People with emotional problems, behavioral pro-
blems, excessive alcohol use, or sleep disorders have 
been shown to be more likely to develop musculoskeletal 
pain in the medium or long term (8). In fact, CP has a 
devastating effect on many aspects of daily life, redu-
cing the patient’s quality of life by negatively impacting 

on the physical and emotional health (9). According to 
a European survey, half of patients with CP feel tired 
all the time and 40% patients feel helpless or unable 
to think or function normally (10). In addition, 62% 
patients reported a lack of awareness and knowledge 
of the disease in their environment, and 47% patients 
believed that the rest of the people doubted the real 
existence of their pain (9).

A clinical entity, generalized chronic pain (GCP), 
is defined as generalized body pain, and often inclu-
des other somatic and psychological symptoms such 
as depression and anxiety, lack of sleep, fatigue, and 
decreased cognitive ability (11). Therefore, beliefs and 
emotions are capable of activating neuromatrix, provo-
king and even perpetuating pain without the need for 
nociception (12).

Sleep problems, including insomnia, are a common 
complaint among adults with CP (13). These altera-
tions have been associated with higher levels of circu-
lating inflammatory cytokines (14), which also vary in 
response to stress (15). In addition, various research 
studies have confirmed the positive correlation between 
catastrophism, pain intensity and perceived disability 
(16,17).

Similarly, increased sensitivity to experimental pain 
(hyperalgesia) has been found in conditions of CP. 
Compared with healthy subjects, patients with CP 
have low pain thresholds, which implies a change in 
perceived sensations with increased pain after a non-
painful stimulus (allodynia), decreased pain tolerance 
and increased pain rates in response to experimental 
pain stimuli (18). In this sense, generalized hyperalge-
sia has been associated with C-reactive protein (CRP), 
revealing an association between CRP and experimen-
tal pain tolerance (19). In addition, after peripheral 
nerve injury, macrophages and Schwann cells, which 
gather around the injured nerve area, release cytokines 
and specific growth factors needed for nerve regene-
ration. Localized inflammatory irritation of the dorsal 
root ganglion (DRG) not only increases proinflammatory 
cytokines, but also decreases anti-inflammatory cyto-
kines (20,21).

pararon los valores de citoquinas proinflamatorias en 
pacientes con dolor crónico, teniendo en cuenta el 
insomnio, la tolerancia al dolor, el catastrofismo, el 
género y el índice de masa corporal. 

Conclusión: El dolor crónico está condicionado por 
múltiples factores, por lo que se debe conocer la fisio-
patología del mismo. De esta manera, la medición de 
la proteína C reactiva y de citoquinas proinflamatorias 
podría suponer un avance en la evaluación y seguimien-
to del paciente con dolor crónico. 

Palabras clave: Dolor crónico, citoquinas inflamatorias, 
insomnio, proteína C reactiva.

into account insomnia, pain tolerance, catastrophism, 
gender and body mass index.

Conclusion: Chronic pain is conditioned by multiple 
factors, so its physiopathology must be known. In this 
way, the measurement of the C-reactive protein and the 
proinflammatory cytokines could mean an advance in 
the evaluation and monitoring of the patient with chronic 
pain.

Key words: Chronic pain, inflammatory cytokines, 
insomnia, C-reactive protein.
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CRP can be synthesized in the liver and other cells 
of tissue such as the kidney (22), lung (23), nervous 
system (24), adipocytes (25) and leukocytes (26). CRP 
is expressed as a result of several stimuli, such as 
IL-6 and IL-1, being considered a classic acute phase 
protein . The level of CRP is acceptably correlated with 
the severity of inflammation, making it a reliable marker 
of infections, inflammation, and response to treatment 
(27) and therefore an inflammatory marker associated 
with pain.

In summary, although acute pain is traditionally rela-
ted to inflammation, the aim of this study is to analyze 
the behavior of inflammatory mediators (IM) in diseases 
involving chronic pain and disorders associated with 
that disease, so that we can understand the long-term 
pain and all the mechanisms influencing it, so that we 
can approach it more appropriately.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

A search was performed on PUBMED, Scopus, Web 
of Science, Medline and CINHAL in January 2020 to 
conduct the present study. The same Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH) terms were used in the used data-
bases: “Chronic Pain”, “Inflammation”, “Interleukin-6”, 
“C-Reactive Protein” and “Chemokines” (Table I).

To obtain valid results, the inclusion criteria were stu-
dies published in the last 5 years and written in English 
or Spanish. The exclusion criteria were: Review studies, 
articles repeated on other databases or dealing with 
another topic. The results and the search process are 
summarized in Figure 1.

RESULTS

In the presentation of the results, a table has been 
created with the aim of facilitating the understanding of 
methodological characteristics. In addition, it has been 
sought to establish a logical order based on the diffe-
rent analyzes and variables to facilitate their unders-
tanding and subsequent analysis. These methodological 
characteristics are described in Table II. 

Among the main results of the articles included, Sibi-
lle et al. (28) noted that CRP was significantly higher 
among individuals with CP compared with those without 
CP (p < 0.001). 

Likewise, Feinberg et al. (29) noted that the mean 
CRP was significantly higher in cases of CP (Ẋ = 5.54 
mg/l) compared with controls (Ẋ = 3.75 mg/l). Serum 
level of CRP showed a positive association with CP  
(p = 0.0001).

Bäckryd et al. (30) started from studies that related 
central sensitization in neuropathic pain to the presence 
of increased values of proinflammatory cytokines. They 
found higher IL-6 values compared to the control group. 
In contrast, no significant differences in IL-1β and IL-8 
were found. 

In patients with lower back pain, Teodorczyk-Injeyan 
et al. (31) found that baseline IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF levels 
were all significantly higher in both groups of patients 
with lower back pain compared with asymptomatic con-
trols (p = 0.0001 to 0.003). TNF production was sig-
nificantly higher in patients with chronic low back pain 
versus control and acute low back pain (p = 0.003). 
In patients with chronic low back pain, IL-1β and TNF 
levels correlated positively with assessed pain scores  
(p < 0.001). In both patient groups only IL-6 levels were 
significantly correlated with ODI Disability Scale scores 
(p<0.001).

Hysing et al. (32) tested 92 proteins. CRP values 
were obtained from 45 patients and had an average 
value of 2.6 mg/l, which they classified as normal. 
Baseline values of a total of 39 inflammatory markers 
of two cysteine (CC) and chemokine CXC types, belon-
ging to the IL-8 group, were higher in the 28 patients 
who participated in the intervention during one year 
of behavioral therapy. Furthermore, they found lower 
values before treatment in the following 4 cytokines, 
TNF, cluster of differentiation 6 (CD6), IL-18 and oncos-
tatin M (OSM).

Lasselin et al. (33) also applied behavioral therapy 
completing 12 group sessions with a duration of 90 
minutes each, obtaining a significant decrease in serum 
TNF concentrations (p = 0.02), but not in IL-6 or IL-8. 
Instead, treatment was found to reduce psychological 
unhappiness (PIPS) and improve mental health-related 

TABLE I
EQUATIONS OF LITERATURE SEARCHES

Database Search equation

Pubmed
(“Chronic Pain”[Mesh] AND “Inflammation”[Mesh]) AND (“Interleukin-6”[Mesh] OR “C-Reactive 
Protein”[Mesh] OR “Chemokines”[Mesh])

CINHAL
(“Chronic Pain” AND “Inflammation”) AND (“Interleukin-6” OR “C-Reactive Protein” OR 
“Chemokines”)

Medline
(MH “Chronic Pain”) AND (MH “Inflammation”) AND ((MH “Interleukin-6”) OR (MH “C-Reactive 
Protein”) OR (MH “Chemokines”))

Scopus
KEY (“Chronic Pain” AND “Inflammation” AND (“Interleukin-6” OR “C-Reactive Protein” OR 
“Chemokines”))

Web of Science
(“Chronic Pain” AND “Inflammation”) AND (“Interleukin-6” OR “C-Reactive Protein” OR 
“Chemokines”)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/acute-phase-protein
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/acute-phase-protein
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quality of life (SF-36), but only in subjects with low baseli-
ne inflammatory status compared to other participants.

Bäckryd et al. (34) aimed to relate the risk of peri-
pheral neuropathy and the association of increased 
cytokine levels. They analyzed 50 proteins, of which 10 
% were significantly associated with peripheral neuro-
pathy compared with the control group. These include 
IL-8, GC, growth factor-related cytokines, and inflam-
matory factors.

Regarding the study conducted by Gerdle et al. (11), 
pain thresholds in the upper and lower limbs were mea-
sured with different pressure, cold and heat stimuli, to 
record the intensity of the pain and analyze its influence 
on inflammatory proteins. They have found significant 
differences in pain intensities between groups. In addi-
tion, both groups showed a poor quality of life, with a 
mean of about 38 points on the scale used. Regarding 
the cytokines analyzed, 11 proteins had significant diffe-
rences between the groups, including IL-1β (p = 0.026),  
different types of chemokines such as CCL20 (p = 0.042),  
CCL28 (p = 0.051) and CCL4 (p = 0.062), of which 
only the CCL20 obtained significant values. 

Chamessian et al. (35) showed significantly higher 
levels of TNF, IL-8, CRP and growth factor-related pro-
teins. In addition, mean pain severity scores (S-LANSS) 
and the pain catastrophizing scale (PCS) significantly 
correlated (p < 0.01) with TNF, IL-8, and growth factor-
related proteins.

Schistad et al. (36) aimed at analyzing the variabili-
ty of the high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) in 
patients with chronic pain, and also how cold tolerance 
influenced it. They analyzed anxiety and pain with the 
Hopkins Symptom Scale (HSCL), but found no signi-
ficant differences between groups. Participants with 
chronic pain achieved a significantly higher level of hs-Fig. 1. Flow chart of the selection process.

Results retrieved from databases  
(n = 512)

Pubmed = 18; Medline = 13;  
Cinhal = 42; Scopus = 293;  

WoS = 146

Results after removing duplicates 
(n = 496)

Repeated records excluded 
(n = 16)

Excluded (n = 299)
– Reviews (n = 59)
– Another language (n = 5)
– Time limit (n = 235)

Full text articles excluded 
because: Not adjusted to 
the study topic (n = 184)

Articles evaluated in full text  
(n = 197)

Studies included in the review  
(n = 13)
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TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARTICLES ANALYZED

Author(s) Type of study Sample Selection criteria Tool/Variable

Sibille y cols. 
(28) (2016)

Cross-sectional 
epidemiologic 
study

n = 12.981 (53,4 % 
(♀))
4 groups. From 30  
to 87 years old

Random sample by age 
range (Tromsø)

HSCL (anxiety and 
depression), NRS (Pain)

Feinberg y 
cols. (29) 
(2017)

Cross-sectional 
epidemiologic 
study

GE: 1125 (fibromyalgia) 
/ GC: 51.410
52 % ♀// 69 % 
overweight

EC: < 18 years, 
pregnancy, AD

Unspecific for insomnia

Bäckryd y 
cols. (30) 
(2016)

Pilot. Cross-
sectional 
epidemiologic 
study

GE: 14; GC: 19

-IC: > 18 years,  
CP > 6 months,  
< 40 mm in VASPI
-EC: Low LE, Rx, HBP

VASPI (Pain)

Teodorezyk-
Injeyan y 
cols. (31) 
(2019)

Case-control 
epidemiologic 
study

-EG: 22 Treble, 25 Dc
-CG:24

-IC: 22-60 years, acute 
pain > 1 month, CP > 3 
months
-EC: < 3 in VAS, Rx 15 
days before, AD

VAS (Pain), ODI (Disability)

(Continúa en la página siguiente)
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TABLE II (CONT.)
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARTICLES ANALYZED

Author(s) Type of study Sample Selection criteria Tool/Variable

Hysing y 
cols. (32) 
(2019)

Cross-sectional 
epidemiologic

n = 28, 69% with 
depression

-IC: Failure in other CTs
-EC: Alcohol, drugs, 
psychiatric disorders

PEA (to analyze 92 
proteins simultaneously)

Lasselin y 
cols. (33) 
(2016)

Pilot. 
Experimental 
study

n = 41

-IC: Long-lasting pain, 
18-65 years.
-EC: Receiving 
treatment, psychiatric 
episodes

VAS (pain), PIPS (pain),  
SF-36 (quality of life), 
HADS (anxiety and 
depression)

Bäckryd y 
cols. (34) 
(2017)

Case-control 
epidemiologic 
study

-GE: 511 (Ẋ: 57 years)
-GC: 511 (Ẋ: 54 years)
+♀ in GC

-IC: > 18 years, chronic 
disease (> 6 months),  
> 4 in VAS

PEA (to analyze 92 
proteins simultaneously)

Gerdle y 
cols. (11) 
(2017)

Cross-sectional 
epidemiologic

-EG: 19 with CP
-CG: 24

-IC: ♀, 20-65 years.
-EC: Drugs, AD, 
pregnancy

ACR (disability), NMCQ 
(pain), HADS (anxiety 
and depression), PCS 
(catastrophism), QOLS 
(quality of life), PPT (pain)

Chamessian 
y cols. (35) 
(2017)

Case-control 
epidemiologic 
study

-EG: 36 (amputees with 
CP). CG: 40 (pain-free 
amputees)

-IC: + 18 years in army, 
receive treatment, injury 
3 to 18 months before 
enrollment. EC: AD

S-LANSS (Pain), 
VAS (Pain), PCS 
(Catastrophism)

Schistad y 
cols. (36) 
(2017)

Cross-sectional 
epidemiologic

n = 10.274 (51 % ♀)
4 levels PCR ↑ S -EC: AD HSCL (anxiety and pain)

Skarpsno y 
cols. (37) 
(2019)

Prospective 
cohort

♀ = 3214, ♂ = 3142  
< 1,0 mg/l,  
1,00-2,99 mg/l,  
and > 3,00 mg/l

-EC: CP, Ẋ > 10 mg hs-
CRP, little information 
about sleep

Nonspecific test for pain 
and insomnia

Heffner y 
cols. (38) 
(2018)

Case-control 
epidemiologic 
study

-GE = 48. (60 % ♀)

-IC: 50-75 years,  
CP (+ 6 months)  
-EC: AD, obesity, 
menopause

CPT (cold tolerance), 
PSG (sleep), NFR (pain), 
ISI (insomnia), WOMAC 
(osteoarthritis), KPS (knee 
pain)

Park y cols. 
(39) (2017)

Case-control 
epidemiologic 
study

-EG: 20 ♀ (mean pain 
6 out of 10) + 20 
(mean pain 2 out of 
10)
-CG: 20 ♀ (no pain)

-EC: AD, drugs  
4 months earlier

GCPS (CP), PSQI (sleep 
quality), ESS (insomnia)

♀: woman.  n: sample. HSCL: Hopkins Symptom Checklist. NRS: Numerical Rating Scale. EG: Experimental group. CG: 
Control group. EC: Exclusion criteria. AD: Associated diseases. IC: Inclusion criteria. CP: Chronic pain VASPI: Visual 
Analogue Scales of Pain Intensity. LE: Life expectancy. Rx: Treatment. HBP: High blood pressure. VAS: Visual analog 
scale. ODI: Oswestry Disability Index. CT: Cognitive therapy. PEA: Multiplex proximity extension assay. PIPS: Psychological 
inflexibility in pain scale. SF-36: Mental health-related quality of life. HADS: Hospital anxiety and depression scale. ACR: 
Absolute Category Rating. NMCQ: Nordic Ministry Council Questionnaire. PCS: Pain Catastrophizing Scale. QOLS: Quality 
of Life Scale. PPT: Pressure pain threshold. S-LANSS: Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Symptoms and Signs. hs-CRP: 
high-sensitivity C-reactive protein. hs-CRP HSCL: Hopkins Symptom Checklist. ♂: male. Ẋ: mean. CPT: Cold pressure test 
tolerance. PSG: Polysomnography. NFR: Nociceptive flexion reflex threshold. ISI: Insomnia severity index. WOMAC: Western 
Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis index. KPS: Knee Pain Scale. GCPS: Graded Chronic Pain Scale. PSQI: 
Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index. ESS: Epworth Sleepiness Scale.
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CRP (with hs-CRP > 3 mg/L in 18.5 % of participants) 
compared with those without pain (hs-CRP < 3 mg/L 
in 1.7 %). The authors observed a negative relationship 
between hs-CRP levels and cold tolerance, as 70.1% of 
people who were in the mild hs-CRP level (< 1,0 mg/l),  
69.1% of patients with an intermedium level (1.00-
2.99 mg/L), 63.9% of those with a slightly high level 
(3.00-10 mg/L), and only 61.2% of those with high 
levels of hs-CRP  (> 10 mg/L) completed the total test 
time.

Skarpsno et al. (37) analyzed the risk of chronic 
pain based on hs-CRP and insomnia levels. 18% of 
people with hs-CRP< 1 mg/L are associated with high 
insomnia, and 12% have chronic pain. At levels of 
1.00-2.99 mg/L hs-CRP, 21 % reported sleep disor-
ders and 27 % had chronic pain. In hs-CRP>3.00 mg/l  
they had symptoms of which 31 % was related to lack 
of sleep and 23 % to chronic pain.

Heffner et al. (38) based their objective on improving 
insomnia with 6 weeks of cognitive behavioral therapy 
(CBT-I) and evaluating their subsequent influence on IM 
in patients with osteoarthritis of the knee. They showed 
that men (Ẋ = 16.33 points) reported a higher severity 
of insomnia than women (Ẋ = 24.27 points), but this 
difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.04). At 
8 weeks of follow-up, insomnia severity scores in the 
CBT-I group were significantly lower than in the control 
group (p = 0.001). They compared insomnia improve-
ment with the Western Ontario and McMaster Univer-
sities Osteoarthritis index (WOMAC), Knee Pain Scale 
(KPS), Cold Pressure Test (CPT), and IL-6 and TNF 
through the initial pain assessment session. WOMAC 
scores decreased in the experimental group by 9.06 
points, suggesting a significant change in the signs and 
symptoms by improving insomnia. The response of IL-6 
in relation to insomnia improvement time was significant 
(p = 0.001). Participants who had improved insomnia 
during follow-up showed significantly reduced IL-6 levels.

Park et al. (39) analyzed IM in patients with temporo-
mandibular disorders (TMD) and how insomnia influen-
ces these values. RCP values were higher in the group 
with more pain, however, differences between groups 
were not statistically significant (p > 0.05). However, 
the levels of IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF were significantly diffe-
rent between the groups (p < 0.001 for all). The group 
more pain had the highest levels of all the proinflam-
matory cytokines analyzed. Significant differences were 
found between the more pain group and the control 
group for IL-6 (p < 0.01) and between the lower pain 
groups and the control group for TNF (p < 0.01).

Sleep scores on the sleepiness scale differed signi-
ficantly between groups (p < 0.001), with the highest 
scores in the more pain group. 

DISCUSSION

All the articles included in the present review are 
observational studies, because this is a topic that is in 
the early stages of research. 

Thanks to the tools used, high IM levels have been 
significantly correlated with high levels of disability (31), 
psychological unhappiness (33), poor quality of life (33), 
high pain intensities and severity (11,35), high catastro-

phizing dates (11,35) and insomnia (37-39). Therefore, 
the association of chronic pain with comorbidities is 
present and increases the risk of suffering it.

PAIN AND IM

There is evidence showing that IL-6 contributes to 
the development of neuropathic pain behavior after 
peripheral nerve injury (40,41). Bäckryd et al. (30) 
found statistically significant IL-6 levels in patients with 
neuropathic pain. However, a cohort study with a lar-
ger sample size indicates that this cytokine shows no 
outstanding values one year later, where they found 
increases in CC and IL-8 (34), which have also been 
related to neuropathic pain (42). 

Although IL-6 is the most studied cytokine in relation 
to nerve pain, it is not the most significant value shown in 
the study by Chamessian et al. (35), where experimental 
patients experienced chronic pain due to injury from trau-
ma to the stump nerve. Significantly higher levels were 
in TNF, IL-8, PCR, and growth factor-related proteins. 
In addition, it is important that the CRP has shown high 
values, because, despite being considered a marker in 
the early stages of inflammation, it is also considered a 
marker that allows the evaluation and monitoring of the 
development of inflammatory progression (27,43).

There is abundant evidence that certain proinflam-
matory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF are invol-
ved in the process of pathological pain (21). This group 
of mediators has been analyzed by Teodorezyk-Injeyan 
et al. (31), who found higher values in the group of 
patients with chronic low back pain compared to the 
control group. In addition, isolated TNF also has shown 
significant differences between patients with chronic 
and acute low back pain. Lasselin et al. (33) also found 
significant values, but in this case behavioral therapy 
significantly reduced serum TNF concentrations. Both 
studies showed an association between pain and TNF, 
as their values decrease after the intervention or are 
lower in patients with no pain. It should be noted that 
TNF acts in various signaling pathways through its 
receptors in glial cells (44) and plays important roles 
in both inflammatory and neuropathic hyperalgesia (21). 

Hysing et al. (32) also support the benefit of behavio-
ral therapy in cytokines in the IL-8 group. In addition, in 
this study, 4 cytokines increased after treatment. This 
increase, such as the baseline value of chemokines 
expressed in acute phases, may be because, in con-
trast with rheumatic diseases, such as osteoarthritis 
(OA) or ankylosing spondylitis, chronic pain is not an 
inflammation in itself. In addition, in this study more 
than half of patients have associated problems, such as 
depression and/or anxiety, being associated processes 
that can contribute to the release of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines in patients with chronic pain, even in diseases 
not considered inflammatory. 

Heffner et al. have also conducted a behavioral the-
rapy study (38) showing a significant lower level of IL-6 
after the intervention. One of the inclusion criteria was 
that participants had to have medical evidence of knee 
OA and pain for more than 6 months, so in this case 
inflammatory cytokines are associated with a properly 
inflammatory but chronic disease.
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It has been observed in animal studies that locali-
zed inflammation in the DRG upregulates a number of 
pro-inflammatory cytokines, including IL-6, and induces 
an abnormal sympathetic response in the absence of 
peripheral nerve injury (20). In inflammatory diseases, 
such as OA, the role of the sympathetic nervous sys-
tem may increase the patient’s painful sensation due 
to peripheral sensitization caused by chemical stress 
associated with perivascular nerve growth (45). 

As with neuropathic pain, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF levels 
are also increased in patients with TMD from the Park 
et al study. (39). However, in these patients, despi-
te having higher CRP values compared to the control 
group, the levels of the CRP are not as decisive or sig-
nificant. TMD have been correlated with hyperalgesia 
in areas peripheral to injury (46), so the values of the 
analyzed inflammatory cytokines are understood due 
to their role in the process of pathological pain (21).

Finally, chronic pain has also been associated with 
increased and statistically significant levels of CRP in 
the studies of Sibille et al. (28), Feinberg et al. (29) 
and Skarpsno et al. (37). Given the large number of 
participants in the three studies and the relevance of 
CRP to pain mechanisms, because it is influenced by 
several chemokines, CRP can be considered as one of 
the most relevant markers and with more association 
to chronic pain, because CRP has been associated with 
generalized hyperalgesia, revealing an association bet-
ween experimental pain tolerance and this protein (19).

TOLERANCE TO PAIN AND IM

Pain tolerance tests were used by Gerdle et al. (11), 
and the results were related to increased cytokines, 
including CC-type chemokines and IL-1β, which regu-
late and activate the pain signaling pathway, and, in 
particular, IL-1β increases the production of substance 
P in several neuronal and glial cells (47), this leads to 
an increase in peripheral sensitization and therefore 
decrease pain tolerance (6). This association leads us 
to analyze the study conducted by Schistad et al. (36), 
who show that hs-CRP levels are correlated with chro-
nic pain patients, and were less tolerant to cold than 
the other groups. Considering the large sample size of 
this study, with 10,274 patients, and data reported by 
Gerdle et al. (11), an association is found between IM 
and patients with chronic pain, as well as with decrea-
sed pain tolerance.

INSOMNIA AND IM

Insomnia has been shown to be associated with IM 
due to increased IM when this clinical entity is stressed 
(13,14). For this reason, authors such as Skarpsno et 
al. (37), Heffner et al. (38) and Park et al. (39) analyzed 
the relationship that might be in their studies.

High levels of insomnia and high hs-CRP values were 
found to be associated with a higher likelihood of chro-
nic pain (37). Park et al. (39) also related the worst 
sleep indicators to the higher pain and higher IM score 
groups. However, behavioral therapy was shown to be 
a technique that improves insomnia and significantly 

decreases IL-6 levels (38). Current evidence defines 
IL-6 as the most sensitive inflammatory mediator for 
sleep changes (48).

Some studies have shown that sleep restriction can 
induce an inflammatory response (48,49), which can 
contribute to the sensitization of the nociceptive system 
and thus increase susceptibility to the development of 
chronic pain (49).

As for the duration of sleep, the IM that shows the 
greatest association is the CRP. Sleep disorders is belie-
ved to have proximal effects in IL-6; but, as we discus-
sed above, IL-6 induces CRP. Therefore, the increase in 
CRP could be due to a more persistent or severe sleep 
disturbance (48).

It is difficult to draw solid conclusions about sleep 
disorders by examining three articles, given the variety 
of differences between the methodology and inflamma-
tory markers. But despite this, current evidence sup-
ports the extracted data, and treatment of insomnia 
has been found to reduce inflammation (50,51). The-
refore, sleep should be a clinical entity to consider in 
the treatment of patients with chronic pain.

GENDER, INSOMNIA AND IM

In eight (11,28,29,34,36,39) of the thirteen studies 
included in this review, there are a larger number of 
women or only women were included. The fact that there 
are more women could be because the results indicate 
that women are more likely to have chronic pain due to 
factors such as menstrual cycle, temporal summation 
of pain, endogenous inhibitory mechanisms of pain, and 
gender beliefs and expectations (52). Moreover, the past 
individual medical history influences the painful response 
in women rather than men, in short, other psychosocial 
factors could contribute to differences in pain sensitivity 
between men and women. Sibille et al. (28) found that 
chronic pain in women was significantly higher than in 
men, compared with the control group.

Sex differences, predominantly female, exist in sleep 
quality, duration, latency, and insomnia (53). However, 
complaints of insomnia and daytime sleepiness are 
quite more frequent in women, with 58% compared 
with 42% in men (54). However, Heffner et al. (38) 
showed that their male patients had more insomnia 
than women, although this difference was not signifi-
cant. Despite this, it appears that women may be more 
vulnerable to the effects of sleep disorder and show 
higher increases in IL-6 and CRP (55). 

ANXIETY, DEPRESSION, AND IM

A stimulation of the immune system and increased 
secretion of immune parameters such as IL-6 and TNF 
are associated with a negative mood (56,57). Increa-
sed cytokine concentrations and insomnia have also 
been associated with the risk of depression (58-60). 

It has been proposed that the factors generating 
stress initiate a cascade of biochemical events that also 
involves the participation of IM of the immune system, 
cooperating all of them in the appearance and expres-
sion of depression (61).
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This review suggests that behavioral therapy reduces 
TNF levels, but that in only patients with low inflamma-
tory status it may reduce unhappiness (33). It also pro-
duced improvements in inflammatory levels in patients 
with anxiety and depression (32). In spite of this, the 
sample in both studies is small, so the claims should 
be taken with caution. 

Sibille et al. (28) show that chronic pain did not corre-
late depression and anxiety. Schistad et al. (36) found 
no association with inflammatory levels using the same 
assessment scale. Only Teodorezyk-Injeyan et al. found 
an association between anxiety and depression and IM 
(31), therefore, although the evidence has found an 
association between increased IM values and the risk 
of such clinical symptoms, the data are inconclusive. 

It was concluded that there are significantly higher 
statistical values in patients with chronic pain than in 
the control group in some protein or inflammatory mar-
ker analyzed. Despite the variability of the mediators 
analyzed, CRP has been the most analyzed protein in all 
articles, followed by: TNF, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-1β; ordered 
from highest to lowest number of occurrences in the 
articles. Early diagnosis would help improve treatment.

In the same way it is shown association of suffering 
chronic pain with increased values of the IM, which in 
turn decrease the tolerance to the pain. It is also rela-
ted to insomnia, with a higher prevalence in women and 
obesity. Contrary to the previous evidence, no significant 
association with anxiety and depression has been found 
in these articles.

CONCLUSIONS 

Therefore, the measurement of CRP and proin-
flammatory cytokines could lead to an advance in the 
assessment and follow-up of the patient with chronic 
pain. Due to the current difficulty in making these mea-
surements in clinical practice, healthcare professionals 
must understand the pain and all associated mecha-
nisms that should be considered for proper treatment 
and management of the pain. 
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